The Quest for a Real Hard Hob is an original animated film accompanied by a live soundtrack.
The story is set in Berlin at the last moment of humankind. Before her death, one scientist
leaves a new power source in the hands of two androids: Deco4 and Edu3. To create a future
with any life in it, they must find other survivors before all is lost to a terrifying all-consuming
entity.
With performance director Andy Millington on drums and cello, producer Dave Senan plays
various electronic instruments while both share vocals. “Making the visuals and music hand in
hand enabled us to build a dynamic show that reaches for many different feelings throughout”.
Following critically acclaimed shows at the Berlinale 2018 film festival, Krake festivals in
Geneva and Berlin and most recently in the Interfilm festival in the Volksbuehne, The Quest for
a Real Hard Hob is preparing to go on tour at independent cinemas across Europe. The show
will also feature in the coming year at various film and multimedia festivals.
The project was conceived and developed by a group of Irish musicians and artists based in
Berlin. All are driven by a desire to push the boundaries of live cinema and are united by a love
for music, animation and storytelling.
The intention of the project as a whole is to seek thoughtful reaction from the audience to both
the themes within the story and the format of live cinema itself. The increasing prevalence of
multimedia projects and events is something that should be embraced and explored to all its
potential and the Hard Hob seeks to inspire more artists and musicians to get involved.
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Andrew Millington is a musician living in Berlin. Originally from Ireland Andrew plays in
various different Bands and is a former school teacher. In addition to writing and
directing the Hard Hob, Andy has also created another animated show and is currently
adapting one of his stories into a second feature length Live Music Cinema
performance.
Dave Senan is a music producer living in Berlin. Originally from Ireland, Dave has
been working in music for 15 years, starting as a DJ and then learning sound
engineering and music production. In addition to his work on the Hard Hob as the
music composer Dave works under the artist alias “Senator” and is a regular in the
electronic music scene in Berlin and abroad.

Additional info:
Project name: The Quest for a Real Hard Hob
Genre: Live Music Cinema
Similar artists (sounds like): Moderat, Clint Mansell, U.N.K.L.E,

Influences:
Hans Zimmer, Pink Floyd, Leftfield, 808 state.
Social links:
www.hardhob.com
www.facebook.com/hardhob
www.instagram.com/hardhob.livecinema
Interviews:
Inn8 interview January 2019: http://inn8.net/interview-the-quest-for-a-real-hard-hob/
Media links (youtube):
Main Trailer: https://youtu.be/l57If1ux0VM
Live Promo Trailer 2019: https://youtu.be/9vtoV2zC_Vg
Live promo Trailer 2018: https://youtu.be/gzXFgQC1KTs
Further video links are available on the hard hob facebook page and more videos from recent
shows are also uploaded periodically.

